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SIZE:80 metres
coST t30,000,000

The yacht is bigger than the speed- The cruise shrp is the biggest and
boat. lt ls a/so more expensive. the most expensive of all.

a Adiectives have got three forms: positive, comparative and superlative.

a We use the comparative form + than to compare two people or things.
e.g. Bob r.s shoder than Paul. My car is more expensive than yours.

a We use the + superlative form + oflin to compare one person or thing with more than one person or
thing in the same group. e.g. Rick r.s the shortest of a//. We use in when we talk about places. e.g. Stella
is the most beautiful woman in the world. (NOT:ftthe world)

Comparative and Superlative Forms of Adjectives
a One'syllable and two-syllable adjectives form the comparative by adding -er, and the superlative by

adding -est. e.g. tall - taller - tallest

a Adiectives of three or more syllables form the comparative with more and the superlative with most.
e.g. intelligent - more intelligent - most intelligent

a Some two-syllable adiectives, such as clever, stupid, narrow, gentte, lriendly, etc., form the comparative
and superlative either with -erl-est or with more/most.
e.g. narrow - narrower - narrowestlnarrow - more narrovrr - rnost narrow

Write the comparative and superlative
forms of the following adiectives.

One-syllable adjectives ending in -e take -r in
the comparative and -st in the superlative form.
simple - simpler - simplest

Two-syllable adjectives ending in -y turn the
-y into -i and then take -erl-est.
easy-easier-easiest

O Adjectives ending in a stressed vowel between
two consonants double the final consonant and
then take -erl-est.
fat - fatter - faftest but cold - colder - coldest
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SIZE:6 metres
COSI; t3,000
The speedboat is big.
/l rc a/so expensive.

SIZE:35 metres
COSI: t4,000,000
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long
expensive
strong
difficult
intelligent
close
popular
safe
important
loud
weak
tasty
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13 comfortable
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14 delicious
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